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Season 2, Episode 6
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Chapter Twenty-Eight



Jane and Rafael begin estate planning for Mateo, but when Jane realizes that Mateo will inherit millions, she worries he will become spoiled. Jane is also finally starting graduate school, but her professor is not sympathetic to her situation. Rogelio's famous show is ending, so he decides to create his own show, with Xo's encouragement. Petra is shocked to learn what she is having and turns to Jane for advice and help in getting her mother out of prison. Meanwhile, after Michael's issues at work, he has decided to go rogue and is even more determined to catch Sin Rostro.
Quest roles:
Vanessa Mizzone(Sonogram Technician), Anthony Mendez(Narrator (voice)), Jenna Ortega(Young Jane), Keller Wortham(Esteban Santiago), Norma Maldonado(Director), Cate Cohen(Senior Network Executive), Priscilla Barnes(Magda), Shelly Bhalla(Krishna Dhawan), Adam Rodriguez(Jonathan Chavez), Kristen Henry King(J.J.), Catherine Toribio(Teen Xiomara), Azie Tesfai(Nadine Hansan), Christopher Corbin(Ivan), Max Bird-Ridnell(Milos), Wes Armstrong(Scott), Ana Dela Cruz(Dr. Garcia), Kate Del Castillo(Luciana Leon), Claudia De Vasco(Instructor), Katherine Boecher(Henry's Mom), Sarah Buehler(Lily's Mom), Marisa Chen Moller(Tanner's Mom), Megan Ketch(Susanna Barnett), Jelena Nik(Mary), Zabeth Russell(Nurse), Brian Jordan Alvarez(Wesley), Briana Henry(Jill), Alec Mapa(Aguilar), Edward Padilla(Actor Priest), Andrey Ivchenko(Danek), Julianna Barninger(Junior Network Executive), Holger Moncada Jr.(Nearby Grip), Azur-De(Savannah's Mom), Madison Rojas(Five-Year-Old Mateo), Tania Vega(Voluptuous Office Manager), Duvier Poviones(Bogelio)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
16 November 2015, 21:00
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